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ABSTRACT  Contemporary design methods and processes are shaped by the tools and industry 
related topics such as materiality, mechanics and organic assembly. These factors influence, if not 
determine, not just the way the final product is achieved, but also how we think about our 
emotional attachment to products themselves. 

In that framework, our proposal is that if we can develop integrated design, simulation and 
fabrication, previously isolated, methods into a single workflow, not only can we achieve a more 
fluid road between ideas and component/products, but also upgrade its potential influence in the 
public through an adaptability that can be far more customizable than anything we’ve done or even 
imagined before. In this mindset, kinetic intelligent systems are at the forefront regarding 
intelligence embedded, dynamic systems. 

This workshop wants to function as an introduction to the Genetic Architecture paradigm and also 
as an experimental laboratory within the topics in the Esarq’s Biodigital Architecture Master’s 
Degree Program.

Material (specifically Thermal Shape Memory Alloys or TSMA, in this case Ti-Ni) behavior simulation 
and digital fabrication triggers and shapes the decision making processes and poses certain 
fabrication challenges that arise from trying to bridge the gap between those two workflow 
processes.
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OBJECTIVES  To design a kinetic  (deployable, embedded or dynamic) structure implementing 
TSMA materials in its fabrication.
                          To simulate the material’s behavior in order to properly predict critical functional, 
actuator and physical properties generating the specifically desired output within the structure’s 
performance.
                    To bridge the design-simulation-fabrication tool’s workflow in a single stream to optimize 
and protocolize a smoother and fluent decision making 
process.

METHODOLOGY   The workshop intends to propose very specific kinetic design applications, to 
define an architectural component fulfilling its theoretical and practical objectives and to build 
simulation models and develop fabrication to assembly strategies. The workshop will have access to 
CNC numerical control machines to realize the techniques implemented during the working ses-
sions, Instructional theoretical sessions are directly applied to the specific case study. The agenda 
includes also architectural visits to, related to the topic, offices in Barcelona/ Madrid and an 
exhibition of the final project.

CASE STUDY   The experiment will consist of the design, modeling, simulation and subsequent 
fabrication of a kinetic façade system built upon a combination of self organizing TSMA and other 
materials to fit a specific building application criteria and standards.

CAD / Rhino3D & Grasshopper + plug-ins | CAM / CNC Laser cutter and 3D printer.
*60 Hours.  All the materials and machinery will be provided. 

CONTACT   
Pablo Baquero/paniba@faberarium.org
Effimia Giannopoulou/ efeminno@faberarium.org 
Nelson Montás Laracuente/ arq.montas@gmail.com

GENETIC ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH GROUP/ http://www.biodigitalarchitecture.com/ 
FABERARIUM / http://faberarium.org  | 3dLAB / http://3dlabrd.wix.com/3dlab

LOCATION   Aula Alfa 301, UIC, Campus Barcelona, Immaculada, 22,  SPAIN.

Barcelona,  July  06 -17 
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AGENDA

Phase 1. Parametric Modeling/ Simulation.  In this phase Rhino, Grasshopper and plug-ins 
will be the main platform for parametric modeling , Kangaroo for simulatation and Firefly to 
interactive make some experiments.

Mon July 06. 
Workshop introduction. 6hrs  11:00 to 18:00 
Tue July 07. 
Grasshopper introduction. 6hrs  11:00 to 18:00 
Wed July 08. 
Develop group projects with guided assistance. 6hrs  11:00 to 18:00 
Thu July 09. 
Develop group projects with guided assistance.. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 
Fri July 10. 
Modeling/ Simulation. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00
Mon July 13. 
Develop group projects with guided assistance. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 
Tue, July 14.  
Develop group projects with guided assistance. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 

Phase 2. Construction/ Assembling. This session is intended for cutting and organizing the 
parts for the post-production and assembly of the case study installation.

Wed July 15. 
Cutting/ Assembling. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 
Thu July 16. 
Cutting/ Assembling. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 
Fri July 17. 
Cutting/ Assembling. Final Exhibition. 6hrs   11:00 to 18:00 


